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IQ Microinverter advantages
Enphase Energy’s pioneering microinverter technology 
made rooftop solar more productive, reliable, smart, and safe 
when it was introduced 15 years ago. Today, more than 1.9 
million homes across 130 countries rely on 42 million Enphase 
microinverters—and counting—to gain access to solar energy. 
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Independently functioning microinverters  
remove the single point of failure resulting  
in a more reliable solar system. 

A longer limited warranty means a better  
customer experience 

Advanced software and controls enable real 
time fleet management, remote diagnostics and 
maintenance, and world-class customer support. 

No moving parts and IP67 rated for maximum 
reliability in even the harshest environments.

Easily track production and quickly pinpoint  
issues with module-level monitoring.

Maximize rooftop space and adapt to design 
challenges with microinverters. 

We virtually eliminate the risk of an arc-fault fire 
by running only safe AC on the roof.

The modular microinverter design means new 
panels can be added at any time. 

Limited warranty

IP67 rated

Module-level 
monitoring

Design flexibility

Electrical safety

Modular
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A powerful and intelligent companion 
to the Enphase Energy System.

The Enphase App
Give your customers 
the power of the sun

Get data from each 
solar panel by day, 
month, year, or enter 
a custom range.

Future-ready with the 
capability to support  
connections to smart 
energy devices.

Match energy intensive 
activties with peak solar 
production to maximize 
bill savings.

Generate production 
and consumptions 
reports by day, week, 
month, or year.

Contact support  
and troubleshoot  
system issues directly  
in the Enphase App.

Monitor system  
health and production 
remotely in real-time.
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The Enphase Installer app makes it easy to activate Enphase 
Energy Systems systems while on the go. Installation and 
commissioning are now more efficient than ever.

Enphase Installer App 
Complete system 
installs faster

Grid profile

Select the appropriate grid profile 
for each residence to intelligently 
manage storage priorities, and 
manage export limits.

Easy system setup

Meter configuration

Add homeowner details 
and seamlessly connect 
microinverters, IQ Gateway, and 
Enphase Energy System devices.

Ensure reliable data 
communication, across solar, 
storage, and grid power.

Your system array layout can be 
built on screen by scanning your 
microinverter serial numbers 
directly into a custom array map.

Enable your Enphase system 
to seamlessly operate on  
1, 2, or 3 phase installations.

Module-level monitoring

Select phases
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Built-in Rapid Shutdown

Enphase makes it easy for you 
to comply with Rapid Shutdown 
regulations.  IQ Microinverters 
include built-in Rapid Shutdown 
so that, in the event of an 
emergency, solar power can be 
turned off instantly and easily, 
keeping utility workers and first 
responders safe.

Ensure building safety. No matter what.

Extreme conditions, arc fault fires, and system shut-
downs are real concerns for solar system owners.
  
Enphase’s Energy Systems aren’t just the smartest, 
most powerful and streamlined solutions on the market, 
they’re also the safest. With low-voltage DC power 
and built-in rapid shutdown, our products eliminate the 
likelihood of arc fault fires and offer peace of mind for 
sensitive sites, like gas stations, schools, and hospitals. Utility staff

Rapid shutdown ensures your system 
does not backfeed the grid, protecting 
utility staffduring grid maintenance.

Firefighters

By automatically de-energizing the 
system during an outage or fire, we 
protect firefighters from live wires.

Solar installers

Installers can quickly and safely work on 
the roof. This means a better maintained 
system for your business.

Your team

Keep your team out of harm’s way by 
reducing the risk of fire and electrocution 
in the event of an emergency. 

Rapid Shutdown keeps 
everyone safe
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Get more support with Enphase

Do it right
Engineering design review

Our engineers are available to 
assist you at the design stage to 
ensure a smooth installation and 
commissioning process.

Since 2006, Enphase has worked to revolutionise solar power and establish the 
industry’s most rigorous quality standards and highest levels of partner support. 

Let us help you 
with that

EN-EMER-2022-04-20

1 All figures as of 9/30/2021

Unparalleled innovation

Market leadership

8
generations of microinverters

42+ million
microinverters shipped1

300+
patents issued1

50%+
inverter market share in 
the U.S.1

22+ million
hours of testing each year1

systems deployed1

1.9+ million

~1 minute
support wait time.  
 
Our 24/7 technical support 
team measures wait times in 
seconds – not minutes or hours.

Save time
Self-service warrany claims

Save time and get reimbursed  
faster with self-service warranty 
claims and quick labour 
reimbursement payments.
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